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1. Introduction

For propositional learning problems instance-based learning (IBL) algorithms have always
been a very popular and well studied choice (Aha, 1997; Aha, Kibler & Albert, 1991;
Wettschereck & Dietterich, 1995). An instance-based algorithm does not compute a gener-
alization of the examples at learning time, but simply stores the examples or variants thereof
and then arrives at a classification based on comparing a new instance to the previously
stored instances. Since generalization is delayed until classification time, such algorithms
are also referred to aslazy learningalgorithms (Aha, 1997; Aha, Kibler & Albert, 1991).
Even the simplest instance-based learning algorithm, thek-nearest neighbor (kNN) clas-
sifier, is known to outperform other approaches for many application problems. More
advanced variants address the problem of sensitivity to irrelevant features by learning fea-
ture weights (Wettschereck, Mohri & Aha, 1997) and the problem of overly large instance
sets by storing selected examples or generalized prototypes (Aha, Kibler & Albert, 1991;
Salzberg, 1991).
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In first-order relational learning, as it is studied e.g. in the field of Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) (Muggleton & De Raedt, 1994; Wrobel, 1996) the use of instance-based
learning techniques was first described in Emde and Wettschereck (1996), and implemented
in the first version of the Relational Instance-Based Learning systemRIBL. Even though this
original version ofRIBL was limited to function-free relational representations, it was applied
very successfully to practical problems such as the classification of Diterpene molecules
based on their nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra (D˘zeroski et al., 1996).

In this paper we present the most recent version ofRIBL which has been extended to
now handle relational representations with lists and other functional terms as well. To this
end we define an improved similarity measure forRIBL that employs the concept ofedit
distancesto efficiently compute distances between lists and terms. With experiments in
a real-world domain (signal structure prediction in mRNA-molecules) we show that the
new similarity measure allows significant additional power to be gained. The paper also
includes a thorough reconstruction of the basic originalRIBL algorithm and can thus serve
as a precise reference toRIBL which has previously only been described in the conference
paper (Emde & Wettschereck, 1996).

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we briefly review the basics of IBL
and propositional similarity measures. In Section 3, we then give a detailed reconstruction
of theRIBL algorithm that supplements the original paper of (Emde & Wettschereck, 1996).
Section 4 then presents the main technical contribution of this paper, the new similarity
measure for constants, lists and terms. We discuss its computational properties and prove
that the measure is a semi-metric. Section 5 is devoted to the empirical evaluation on
the mRNA signal structure prediction problem first presented in Bohnebeck, Horv´ath and
Wrobel (1998a). In Section 6 we discuss related work. Section 7 contains our conclusions
and pointers to future work.

2. Instance-based learning and RIBL

In function learning from examples, a learner is given a set of examplesE from an instance
spaceI along with a class label or target valuec(e) ∈ Y for eache ∈ E. If Y contains
only a few discrete values, one often speaks of a classification learning problem; ifY has
only two values, the task is referred to as concept learning, and one of the target function
values (e.g.,c(e) = 1) is taken to mean “e is a member of the target concept”, and the other
value (e.g.,c(e) = 0) is taken to mean “e is not a member of the target concept”. IfY is a
continuous set such asR, the problem is also named a regression learning problem. From
these examples, most inductive learners would induce a hypothesish that is a generalization
of the examples, e.g., a decision tree, and use it to classify new, unseen examples, i.e., the
learner’s predictionc′ for a new instanceenew ∈ I would be

c′(enew) := h(enew).

An instance-basedlearner, on the other hand, in its simplest form just stores all of the
examplesE. It then bases its prediction on thosek examples fromE that are “closest” toenew

(wherek is a user-given or system determined parameter). To this end, the instance-based
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learner possesses (or is given) adistance measureDIST

DIST : I × I → R

that assigns a real number to each pair of instances such that “closer” pairs of instances are
assigned smaller numbers. In the following, we will assume that DIST is bounded between
0 and 1, so we can equivalently speak of thesimilarity measureSIM defined as

SIM(x, y) := 1− DIST(x, y).

The learner uses SIM (or DIST) to determine thek nearest neighbors N(enew) = {en1, . . . ,

enk} ⊆ E of enew (breaking ties arbitrarily), and lets these nearest neighbors “vote” to arrive
at a prediction forenew. Usually, each neighbor’s vote is weighted according to its distance,
so that closer neighbors have larger influence.

For a discrete prediction problem with class valuesY = {c1, . . . , cm}, we select the class
which individually has received the highest weighted vote. More precisely, letNcj (enew) :=
{e∈ N(enew) | c(e) = cj } denote the neighbors ofenew voting for classcj . Then the voting
procedure is:

h(enew) := argmaxcj∈C

∑
e∈Ncj (enew)

SIM(enew, e).

For a continuous prediction problem, instead of selecting the value that received the
highest vote, we predict the weighted average of the neighbors’ class values:

h(enew) :=
∑

e∈N(enew)
SIM(enew, e) · c(e)∑

e∈N(enew)
SIM(enew, e)

.

For obvious reasons, this simplest instance-based learner is also called ak-nearest neigh-
bor classifier(kNN). The valuek is usually determined by the learner using cross validation
on the training set, choosing the value ofk that performs best.

Since an instance-based learner delays generalization until classification time, such algo-
rithms are also referred to aslazy learningalgorithms. Based on the kNN algorithm, various
more sophisticated approaches have been studied to address some of the open issues with
kNN. First, for large example sets, storing all the examples might require too much storage
and too much time for finding the nearest neighbors. This problem can be addressed by
storing only selected examples (Aha, Kibler & Albert, 1991) or using generalized proto-
types or rectangles in instance space (Salzberg, 1991). Second, the problem of sensitivity to
irrelevant features has been addressed by different weight learning schemes (Wettschereck,
Mohri & Aha, 1997).

2.1. Propositional similarity measures

Since the similarity measure is the central element of an instance-based learner, let us have
a closer look at its required properties. These are easier to express for distance measures.
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Ideally, a distance measure should be ametric:

DIST(x, y) ≥ 0 (1)

DIST(x, y) = 0 iff x = y (2)

DIST(x, y) = DIST(y, x) (3)

DIST(x, y) ≤ DIST(x, z)+ DIST(z, y) (4)

for everyx, y, z ∈ I. A metric DIST is said to betrivial if for every x, y ∈ I

DIST(x, y) =
{

0 if x = y

1 otherwise.

DIST is a semi-metricif Condition (4) (thetriangle inequality) does not hold. Relaxing
Condition (2) to DIST(x, x) = 0 for ∀x ∈ I, we get the definition ofpseudo-metric. A
metric, semi-metric or pseudo-metric DIST is r -bounded(r ∈ R) if r is an upper bound on
the values of DIST. In this paper, all distance (and thus similarity) measures considered are
1-bounded.

Depending on how instances inI are represented, defining a distance measure (or simi-
larity measure, respectively) that satisfies the above conditions is more or less difficult. For
propositional representations including both numeric and discrete attributes, one usually
defines distance measures on individual attributes depending on their type.

Let TYPE(A) denote the type of an attributeA. For a numerical attributeA with value
range [a, b] (TYPE(A) := number (a, b)), we define the similarity of two attribute values
r1 andr2 as

SIMatt(r1, r2, A) = 1− |r1− r2|
b− a

.

For a discrete attributeA (TYPE(A) := discrete ), we define the similarity of two attribute
valuesd1 andd2 by

SIMatt(d1, d2, A) =
{

1 if d1 = d2

0 otherwise.

From these, the overall similarity of two instances is computed as the average of the
similarities of all attributes. More precisely, letA1, . . . , An denote the attributes describing
the instances, and leti [ j ] denote the value of attributeAj for a particular instancei . Then
define the similarity of two instancesi1, i2 ∈ I as

SIM(i1, i2) :=
∑

j=1,...,n SIM(i1[ j ], i2[ j ], Aj )

n
.

We note that if desired, attribute weights may be assigned or learned (Wettschereck,
Mohri & Aha, 1997); in this case, the weighted average is used in the above formula.
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3. First-order instance-based learning inRIBL

RIBL, as first introduced in Emde and Wettschereck (1996), is a first-order instance-based
learner that applies the basic principles of IBL as described above to an instance space con-
sisting of first-order descriptions. More precisely,RIBL uses ak-nearest-neighbor algorithm
that determines the value ofk through cross-validation on the training set. It differs from
the basic algorithm firstly through its first-order learning task and similarity measure, and
secondly through its use of a special weight learning scheme for predicates and arguments.
Due to space reasons, we do not describe this weight learning approach here, and refer
the reader to Emde and Wettschereck (1996) for details. Instead, in this section, we give
a detailed definition of the learning task addressed byRIBL and then provide a thorough
reconstruction of the first-order similarity measure that supplements the short description
in Emde and Wettschereck (1996).

3.1. Learning task

RIBL turns the basic instance-based learning problem into a first-order version by allowing
each instance to be described not only by numerical and discrete attributes, but also by
attributes of type object (TYPE(A) = object ) containing object identifiers that point to
further information in a separately specified body ofbackground knowledgeB, a database
consisting of first-order ground atoms (first-order facts). Let us first illustrate this with an
example.

Assume we want to send a culinary present to a friend, and want to classify a number
of prepackaged present sets from different vendors according to whether they aresuitable
for our friend or not. Based on a few manually classified examples, we want further offers
to be classified automatically byRIBL. Assume that about each set, we know its price
and delivery mode (personal, mail, or pick-up). Each instance will be represented by three
attributes: its identifier, price, and delivery mode. In addition, we know the contents of each
package which for simplicity we assume consist of different red wines and cheeses. We also
know something about different vineyards. Thus, our first package might be represented as
follows:

e : (set1, 125, personal) with c(e) = suitable,

whereas a new package to be classified might be represented by

enew : (set25, 195,mail) without classification, i.e.,c(enew) =?.

In these instances the first argument (set1 and set25, respectively) is of typeobject and
refers to further information in the background knowledgeB, such as:

% set ID, cheese type, weight, and origin of cheese
cheese(set1, camembert, 150, france)
cheese(set25, roquefort, 200, france)
cheese(set25, ricotta, 100, italy)
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% set ID, vineyard ID, vintage year, and bottle size
wine(set1,mouton, 1988, 0.75)
wine(set1, gallo, 1995, 0.5)
wine(set25,mouton, 1995, 0.75)

% vineyard ID, popularity, size, country
vineyard(gallo, famous, large, usa)
vineyard(mouton, famous, small, france)

Note thatB contains both general background knowledge and knowledge specific to in-
dividual instances. This particular example uses the function-free representation of Emde
and Wettschereck (1996); below, we also allow arguments of typeconstant (with custom
defined distances),list (which may contain lists), and arguments of typeterm (which
may contain arbitrary first-order terms). Thus, the exact task considered in this paper is
defined as follows.

Given:

• a set of examplesE, each described by a set of attributes{A1, . . . , An} of typenumber ,
discrete , object , constant , list , or term ,
• a target value1 c(e) for everye∈ E,
• background knowledgeB consisting of first-order atoms with arguments of type

number , discrete , object , list , or term , and
• a set of unseen instancesEnew each described by the same attributes asE.

Find: A predictionc′(e) of the target value for eache∈ Enew.

3.2. Similarity Computation inRIBL

To compute the similarity of two first-order instances, naturally we want to take into account
not only the attributes of the instances, but also the available background knowledge. To this
end,RIBL uses a recursive descent strategy similar to the one employed in Bisson (1992b).
We first illustrate the idea using our wine and cheese running example (see also figure 1).
So assume we want to compareeandenew. For the arguments expressing price and delivery
mode, we simply rely on the standard distances for numerical and discrete attributes. To
compare the object identifiersset1 andset25, however, we first collect all we know about
these two objects from the background knowledge. In our example we obtain the two sets
Lset1 andLset25 of logical atoms

Lset1 = {cheese(set1, camembert, 150, france),

wine(set1,mouton, 1988, 0.75),

wine(set1, gallo, 1995, 0.5)},
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Figure 1. The recursive scheme for computing the similarity betweene andenew.

Lset25 = {cheese(set25, roquefort, 200, france)

cheese(set25, ricotta, 100, italy)

wine(set25,mouton, 1995, 0.75)},
respectively.
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We now have to compute the similarity between these two sets of atoms. We do this
separately for each predicate that is used, and then average across all of them. So taking
the atoms using “wine” as an example, we get the subsets

L′set1 = {wine(set1,mouton, 1988, 0.75),wine(set1, gallo, 1995, 0.5)},
L′set25 = {wine(set25,mouton, 1995, 0.75)},

respectively. For each atom in the smaller set, which in this case is the setL′set25 for enew,
we determine which of the atoms in the other set is most similar. Thus in our example we
compute the similarity between

wine(set25,mouton,1995,0.75) and wine(set1,mouton,1988,0.75),

and between

wine(set25,mouton,1995,0.75) and wine(set1,gallo,1995,0.5).

To do this, we apply the same principle recursively: We treat the two atoms as instances to
be compared (however, we ignore the first argument to avoid infinite recursion). Thus in our
example, we use the basic similarity measures on the third and fourth argument and collect
further background knowledge about the objectsmoutonandgallo, i.e., for the second pair
of atoms we need to compare the sets of literals

{vineyard(gallo, famous, large, usa)} and

{vineyard(mouton, famous, small, france)}.

Once we know the most similar partner for each literal of the smaller set, we sum up all
these similarities and normalize with the size of thelarger set. This is done to ensure that
with an increasing number of extra literals in one of the sets, similarity becomes smaller
(if one of the sets is empty, similarity is 0 for this pair of atom sets). In our example
the most similar atom for wine (set25,mouton,1995,0.75) is wine (set1,mouton,1988,0.75),
the similarity of which is divided by two since the larger set contained two atoms. A
similar computation is made for the cheese literals, arriving at the overall similarity for
set1 and set25 by adding the cheese and wine literal set similarities, and dividing by
two.

In our example, we have used all of the available background knowledge; for larger
problems, a depth bound is used to ensure limited effort for the recursive computation.

We precisely define the similarity computation as follows. LetB(e, 1) denote the set of
background facts containing at least one object from the arguments of an instancee, and let
B(e, d+1) ⊆ B\⋃d

i=1B(e, i )denote the set of facts containing at least one object occurring
in a fact fromB(e, d). Note that the above language includes propositional representations
as special cases. For instance, in our example,B(enew, 1) is the setLset25.
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The similarity function used byRIBL to compare two instancese1 ande2 with attributes
A1, . . . , An with respect to background knowledgeB is defined as

SIM(B, e1, e2) :=
∑

j=1,...,n SIMILARITY (B, e1, e2, 0, e1, e2, j )

n
. (5)

The algorithmic definition of the term SIMILARITY in (5) is given in Algorithm 1. In
the algorithm we generally usee[i ] to denote thei -th argument value of an atome, or
the i -th element of a liste. Furthermore, by aq-atom we mean an atom with predicate
symbolq. The algorithm computes, in the context of comparinge1 ande2, the normalized
similarity between thei th arguments of the atomsl1, andl2, wherel1, andl2 are both of
depthd with respect toe1 ande2. (For the sake of consistency, we define the depth of an
instance to be 0, and also refer to instances as atoms.) We use the similarity measure of
Section 2 for arguments of typenumber , anddiscrete , respectively (see Lines 3, and 5
in Algorithm 1). In order to compare objectso1, ando2 (i.e., arguments of typeobject ),
the algorithm first checks whetherd has already reached the value of the depth parameter.
If yes, it outputs 1, or 0 depending on the truth ofo1 = o2 (Line 8). Otherwise, we first
collect fromB the setLi of literals with depthd + 1 containingoi (Line 12) for i = 1, 2.
The similarity betweeno1, ando2 is defined by the similarity between the setsL1, andL2.
The comparison of two sets of facts is based on a similarity measure between two facts. In
RIBL the similarity between two facts is reduced again to the similarity between arguments
thus making the algorithm recursive. The formal definition of similarity between facts is
given by SIMlit in Line 18.

Now we can turn back to the problem of similarity between the setsL1, andL2 induced
by o1, ando2, respectively. LetPi denote the set of pairs(q′, k) for which there is aq′-atom
in Li such that itskth argument isoi for i = 1, 2. For each argument position(q′, k) from
P1∪P2 we collect theq′-atoms fromL1 (resp.L2) with kth argumento1 (resp.o2). From
these two sets letL′max denote the set that has greater or equal cardinality, andL′min the
other one (Lines 16–17). For each atom fromL′min we choose its most similar atom from
L′max, and take the sum of the similarities of these pairs of atoms divided by the cardinality
of Lmax (fraction in Line 18). Finally, the similarity betweeno1, ando2 is computed as
the sum of the above similarities for every(q′, k) ∈ P1 ∪ P2 divided by the cardinality of
P1 ∪ P2 (Line 20).

4. A similarity measure for lists and terms

In order to directly computer similarity of instances with non-flat components (lists, terms),
we have chosen to rely on the idea ofedit distancesbetween objects. Intuitively, with an
edit distance, we are given a set of edit operations (insert, delete, change) with an associated
cost functionδ that tells us how expensive it is to delete or insert an element of our alphabet
6, or how expensive it is to change one element into another. The edit distance is given by
the smallest cost sequence of such operations that turns the first object into the second, and
there are efficient algorithms for computing it (see below).
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Input: l1, l2 areq-atoms of depthd, 1≤ i ≤ ρ(q).
Output: Normalized similarity between thei th arguments ofl1, l2,

respectively.
1: leto1 = l1[i ], o2 = l2[i ]
2: if Type (q[i ]) = number(a,b) then

3: return 1− |o1− o2|
b− a

4: else ifType (q[i ]) = discrete then
5: return 1 if o1 = o2, and 0 otherwise
6: else ifType (q[i ]) = object then
7: if d = DEPTH then
8: return 1 if o1 = o2, and 0 otherwise
9: else ifo1 = o2 then

10: return 1
11: else
12: letL j = {l ∈ B(ej , d + 1) : oj occurs inl }
13: for j = 1, 2 let

P j = {(q′, k) : q′ is a background predicate, 1≤ k ≤ ρ(q′),
there exists aq′-atoml ∈ L j such thatl [k] = oj }

14: S= 0
15: for all (q′, k) ∈ P1 ∪ P2 do
16: letL′j = {l ∈ L j : l is a q′-atom, andl [k] = oj } for j = 1, 2
17: letL′min be the smaller set fromL′1,L′2, and letL′max denote

the other one

18: S = S +

∑
l x∈L′min

max
l y∈L′max

SIMlit (B, e1, e2, d + 1, l x, l y)

|L′max|
where

SIMlit (B, e1, e2, d + 1, l x, l y) =
1

|I |
∑
i ′∈I

SIMILARITY (B, e1, e2, d + 1, l x, l y, i
′)

with I = {u : 1≤ u ≤ ρ(q′), l x[u] 6= o1 ∨ l x[u] 6= o2}
19: end for
20: return S

|P1 ∪ P2|
21: end if
22: end if

Algorithm 1: SIMILARITY (B, e1, e2, d, l1, l2, i )

In the following, we will precisely specify the edit distance measure used in the current
version ofRIBL (henceforth referred to asRIBL 2.0). Even though both constants and lists
could be considered as terms, we distinguish them from each other for the sake of efficiency
(see Section 4.4).
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4.1. Constants

An argument typeconstant is given by a set of constant symbols6constantand a 1-bounded
semi-metricδ on6constant. Thedistancebetweena, b ∈ 6constantis then defined directly by
δ, i.e.,

DISTconstant(a, b) = δ(a, b).

We note that the argument typediscrete can be considered as a special case of this type.

4.2. Lists

Let L(6list) be the set of finite lists over the alphabet6list, and let6list,⊥ = 6list ∪ {⊥},
where⊥ denotes theempty list. |l | denotes thelengthof the listl ∈ L(6list). Consider the
following operations on the elements ofL(6list):

– insert(l , i,a): insertsthe symbola ∈ 6list before thei -th symbol inl ,
– delete(l , i ): deletesthe i -th symbol inl ,
– change(l , i,a): changesthe i -th symbol inl to anewsymbola

for everya ∈ 6list, l ∈ L(6list) andi = 1, . . . , |l |. Thus, an operation can be considered as
an application of arewriting rule a→ b for a, b ∈ 6list,⊥, i.e., insert, delete and change
correspond to the application of a rewriting rule⊥ → a, a→ ⊥ anda→ b, respectively
(a, b 6= ⊥).

Let l1, l2 ∈ L(6list). We say thatl2 can bedirectly derivedfrom l1 (denoted byl1⇒ l2) if
there exists an operation that producesl2 from l1. Thederivation(denoted byl1⇒∗σ1···σn

l2)
is thereflexive, transitive closureof⇒. The indexσ1 · · · σn denotes the sequence of the
applied rewriting rules. Alist type is given by a 1-bounded metric space(6list,⊥, δ). Here,
δ(a → b) is considered as thecostof the rewriting rulea → b for everya, b ∈ 6list,⊥.
Sinceδ is a metric, it can be given by a symmetriccost matrixwith zero elements in its
diagonal. Theeditor Levenshtein distance2 betweenl1, l2 ∈ L(6list) is defined by

EDITDISTlist(l1, l2)

= min

{
n∑

i=1

δ(σi ) : ∃σ1, . . . , σn such thatl1⇒∗σ1...σn
l2

}
.

Sinceδ is a distance metric on6list,⊥, EDITDISTlist is a distance metric onL(6list). The
next theorem is a special case of Theorems 2 and 3 in Wagner and Fischer (1974):

Theorem 1. Let l1 = [a1, . . . ,an], l2 = [b1, . . . ,bm] ∈ L(6list), and (6list,⊥, δ) be a
metric space. Let Di, j denote the edit distance between[a1, . . . ,ai ], and [b1, . . . ,bj ]
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Table 1. The distance matrixDi, j .

⊥ c u u a g c u c

⊥ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

c 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

c 2 1 1 2 3 4 4 5 6

u 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 4 5

a 4 3 2 2 1 2 3 4 5

for i = 0, . . . ,n, and j = 0, . . . ,m. Then

D0,0 = 0, D0, j =
j∑

k=1

δ(⊥→ bk), Di,0 =
i∑

k=1

δ(ak →⊥), and

Di, j = min(Di−1, j−1+ δ(ai → bj ),

Di−1, j + δ(ai →⊥), Di, j−1+ δ(⊥→ bj ))

for every i, j > 0.

By Theorem 1, EDITDISTlist(l1, l2) can be computed intimeandspace O(mn).

Example 2. Let6list={a, c, g, u}, andδ be the trivial metric on6list,⊥. Letl1= [c, c, u,a],
andl2= [c, u, u,a, g, c, u, c]. The value ofDi, j for i = 0, . . . ,4, and j = 0, . . . ,8 is given
in Table 1. The edit distance is EDITDISTlist(l1, l2)= D4,8 = 5.

An improved algorithm for computing the edit distance between lists and the next theorem
can be found in Ukkonen (1985).

Theorem 3. The edit distance d= EDITDISTlist(l1, l2) between lists l1 and l2 can be
computed in time and space

O(d ·min(|l1|, |l2|)) and O(min(d, |l1|, |l2|)),

respectively.

We define distance between lists inRIBL as:

DISTlist(l1, l2) = EDITDISTlist(l1, l2)

max(|l1|, |l2|) . (6)

Proposition 4. If (6list,⊥, δ) is a 1-bounded metric space thenDISTlist is a 1-bounded
semi-metric onL(6list).
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Proof: Since EDITDISTlist is a metric onL(6list), DISTlist satisfies Conditions (1)–(3)
defined in Section 2.1. We show that (6) violates the triangle inequality. Consider the
alphabet6list = {a, b} with the trivial metricδ. Then

DISTlist([a, b], [b,a]) = 2/2

> DISTlist([a, b], [a, b,a])

+DISTlist([a, b,a], [b,a])

= 1/3+ 1/3.

As δ is a 1-bounded metric on6list,⊥,

EDITDISTlist(l1, l2) ≤ max(|l1|, |l2|)

for everyl1, l2 ∈ L(6list). Hence, DISTlist is also 1-bounded. 2

4.3. Terms

In RIBL 2.0, terms are considered aslabeled ordered treesand hence, the distance between
terms is computed as theedit distancebetween labeled ordered trees.

Let 6term be an alphabet. We note that6term is not arankedalphabet, i.e., no arity
function is assigned to6term. The set of allfinite terms with nodes labeled by the elements
of 6term including theemptyterm (⊥) is denoted byT (6term).

For a given termt ∈ T (6term), |t | denotes the number of nodes oft , and t [i ] (1 ≤
i ≤ |t |) denotes thei th node oft according to the preorder traversal oft . Let t1, and
t2 be terms fromT (6term). A mappingfrom t1 to t2, denoted byMt1→t2, is a subset of
{1, . . . , |t1|} × {1, . . . , |t2|} such that for every(i1, j1), (i2, j2) ∈ M it holds that

(i) i1 = i2 iff j1 = j2,
(ii) i1 < i2 iff j1 < j2,

(iii) t1[i1] is an ancestor (resp. descendant) oft2[i2] iff t1[ j1] is an ancestor (resp. descen-
dant) oft2[ j2].

A mappingMt1→t2 can be considered as a one-to-one correspondence between subsets of
nodes oft1 andt2, respectively, such that by deleting the ’untouched’ nodes fromt1 andt2,
respectively, the remaining terms are identical up to relabeling. For a detailed discussion
of mapping the reader is referred to Tai (1979). If there is no confusion we define a
mapping by using the nodes’ labels instead of their positions according to the preorder
walk. Furthermore, ift1 andt2 follow from the context we writeM instead ofMt1→t2.

Example 5. Consider the terms

t1 = a(b, c(d, e( f, g), h)) and t2 = a′(c(d, e( f, g), h), b′).
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Figure 2. Mapping between two terms.

Then M1 = {(a,a′), (b, c)} is a mapping fromt1 to t2, as the corresponding positions
{(1, 1), (2, 2)} according to preorder traversal satisfy conditions (i)–(iii). Note that the
treesa(b) anda′(c) obtained fromt1 by deleting the nodesc, d, e, f, g, h and fromt2 by
deletingb′, d, e, f, g, h, respectively, are identical up to relabeling.

M2 = {(a,a′), (c, c), (d, d), (e, e), (h, h), ( f, f ), (g, g)} is also a mapping betweent1,
andt2 (see figure 2).

A mappingM between termst1, andt2 defines a transformation fromt1 into t2 by the
following sequence ofeditoperations:

– deleteeach untouched node fromt1 (i.e., each nodex of t1 such that there is no pair
(x, y) ∈ M for any y), then

– inserteach untouched node oft2 with its corresponding label (i.e., each nodey of t2 such
that there is no pair(x, y) ∈ M for anyx), and then

– for every(x, y) ∈ M such thatx, y have different labels,replacethe label ofx by the
label of y.

The above edit operations on terms can also be considered as applications ofterm rewrit-
ing rules a→ b (a, b ∈ 6term,⊥ anda→ b 6= ⊥ → ⊥). Let δ be a 1-bounded metric on
6term,⊥. As for lists,δ is considered as acost matrixfor the term rewriting rules. Thecost
of a mappingM betweent1, t2 is the sum of the costs of the applied term rewriting rules
transformingt1 into t2. Theedit distancebetweent1, t2, denoted by EDITDISTterm(t1, t2),
is the cost of the mapping with the smallest cost with respect toδ. Since(6term,⊥, δ) is a
metric space,(T (6term),EDITDISTterm) is also a metric space.

The algorithm for computing the edit distance between terms and the following theorem
can be found in Zhang and Shasha (1989) (we denote bydepth(t), andleaves(t) the depth,
and the number of leaves of the termt , respectively):
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Theorem 6. The edit distance between terms t1 and t2 can be computed in time

O(|t1| × |t2| ×min(depth(t1), leaves(t1))×min(depth(t2), leaves(t2)))

and space O(|t1| × |t2|).

In contrast to lists, in the next example we show that max(|t1|, |t2|) is notanupper bound
on EDITDISTterm.

Example 7. Let δ be the trivial metric on{⊥,a, b, c}, and consider the termst1 =
a(a · · · (a)) · · ·) (i.e., achain of a’s) and t2= b(c, . . . , c) with |t1| = |t2| =n. The edit
distance between the two terms is 2n− 2.

Although|t1|+ |t2| is an upper bound on EDITDISTterm(t1, t2) for every 1-bounded metric
space(6term,⊥, δ), andt1, t2 ∈ T (6term), we normalize with another function measuring
thestructural differenceof t1, andt2 and giving a tighter upper bound.

Let Mt1→t2 be a mapping. By the definition of mapping,M is a set of ordered pairs. We
denote byU1(M) (resp.U2(M)) the set of nodes oft1 (resp.t2) untouchedby M . Thesize
of a mapping is defined by

size(M) = |M | + |U1(M)| + |U2(M)|. (7)

Theoptimal mapping MOPT
t1→t2 is a mapping with the smallest size.

In RIBL distance between terms is defined by

DISTterm(t1, t2) = EDITDISTterm(t1, t2)

size
(
MOPT

t1→t2

) . (8)

Example 8. Let t1 = a(b, c(d)), andt2 = a(b(d)) be terms.

EDITDISTterm(t1, t2) = 2

using the trivial metric. The optimal mapping is

MOPT
t1→t2 = {(a,a), (c, b), (d, d)}.

SinceU1
(
MOPT

t1→t2

) = {b}, andU2
(
MOPT

t1→t2

) = ∅,
size

(
MOPT

t1→t2

) = 3+ 1+ 0
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by (7). Applying (8) we get

DISTterm(t1, t2) = 2/4.

In RIBL, size
(
MOPT

t1→t2

)
is computed as follows: lett1/a (resp. t2/b) denote the terms

obtained fromt1 (resp.t2) by replacing the label of each node witha (resp.b). Then

size
(
MOPT

t1→t2

) = EDITDISTterm(t1/a, t2/b)

using the trivial metric on{⊥,a, b}.

Proposition 9. If (6term,⊥, δ) is a 1-bounded metric space thenDISTterm is a 1-bounded
semi-metric onT (6term).

Proof: Since DISTterm is a metric onT (6term), and the size of a mapping between terms
is symmetric, (8) satisfy Conditions (1)–(3). However, it does not satisfy the triangle
inequality, e.g. let({⊥,a, b}, δ) be a trivial metric space, and consider the termsa(b), and
b(a). Then

DISTterm(a(b), b(a)) = 2/2

> DISTterm(a(b),a(b(a)))

+ DISTterm(a(b(a)), b(a))

= 1/3+ 1/3.

It remains to be proven that DISTterm is 1-bounded. Lett1, t2 be terms, andMt1→t2 be any
mapping. Sinceδ is 1-bounded,

size(Mt1→t2) ≥ EDITDISTterm(t1, t2). (9)

As M is any arbitrary mapping fromt1 to t2, (9) holds forMOPT
t1→t2 as well. 2

4.4. Lists as terms

The standard term representation of lists is given by the function symbol./2, and the empty
list ⊥ (or [] in the standard Prolog notation). However, in this representation, DISTlist and
DISTterm may differ on the same lists, e.g.

2/2 = DISTlist([a, b], [b,a])

6= DISTterm(.(a, .(b,⊥)), .(b, .(a,⊥)))
= 2/5

using the trivial metric on{⊥,a, b}.
As an alternative, letl = [a1, . . . ,an] be a list inL(6list). Thechain termrepresentation

of l isa1(a2(· · · (an) · · ·). Letl c
1, andl c

2 denote the chain representations ofl1 = [a1, . . . ,an],
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andl2 = [b1, . . . ,bm], respectively. Since EDITDISTlist(l1, l2) = EDITDISTterm(l c
1, l

c
2), and

max(|l1|, |l2|) = size(MOPT
l c
1→l c

2
),

DISTlist(l1, l2) = DISTterm(l
c
1, l

c
2)

for every metric used in both representations.
Applying Theorem 6 tol c

1, andl c
2, the edit distance of lists in the chain term representation

can be computed inO(mn). The reason why we handle lists and terms separately is that
the time and space complexity for computing edit distance between lists given in Ukkonen
(1985) is always as good as the complexity of computing their edit distance in the chain
term representation, and the norm function of lists can be computed in linear time.

4.5. Definingδ for the alphabets

In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we have treated list and term distances as basic (non-recursive)
distance functions which rely on metricsδ for comparing individual symbols from the
alphabet. Clearly, one possibility is to use user-defined metrics which allows the encoding
of additional domain knowledge of the user. Another attractive possibility is to useRIBL’s
basic idea again, and compute the editing cost of two symbols by usingRIBL’s similarity
measure.

To do this, the elements of the corresponding alphabet must be considered as objects
that are further described in the background knowledge. Each object is considered as an
instance (without a target value). In contrast to the original IBL prediction problem, we are
interested only in the similarities between such instances. These similarity values are then
used for determining the editing costs between the corresponding symbols.

The editing costsδ on an alphabet6 can be computed automatically by the following
two steps:

1. we compute asemi-metricδ′ on6 by recursively recallingRIBL’s similarity measure,
i.e.,

δ′(a, b) := 1− SIMILARITY (B, (a), (b), 0, (a), (b), 1)

(we use notation(x) for denoting the instance corresponding tox),
2. and then we transform it into ametricδ by

δ(a, b) = min(1, δ′(a, b)+ C) (10)

for everya, b ∈ 6term,⊥, whereC is the maximum of

δ′(x, y)− δ′(x, z)− δ′(z, y)

2

for everyx, y, z ∈ 6 violating the triangle inequality.
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5. Empirical evaluation

In this section we discuss our experiments with the revised version ofRIBL (RIBL 2.0) in
a real-world domain, themRNA signal structure predictionproblem. The experiments
are designed to show that the addition of lists and terms enables the easy construction of
background knowledge representing complex objects, and that this representation leads to
excellent results on a significant real-world problem, greatly improving on simpler,RIBL

1.0-style background knowledge. In fact, the mRNA application can also be considered a
success in terms of the application domain (Bohnebeck et al., 1998b).

5.1. mRNA signal structures

Protein synthesis involves atranslationstep of copying specific regions (the genes) of DNA
into a complementary strand of RNA. RNA molecules thatmediatebetween the spatially
distinct localizations of information storage (i.e., the DNA) and protein synthesis are called
messengerRNA (mRNA). Beside the genetic information on the amino acid sequence of
proteins, mRNA contains two regions, calleduntranslated regions, that do not code for
protein. These untranslated regions contain continuous parts, calledsignal structures, that
control gene expression at the posttranscriptional level. Depending on their biological
functions (i.e., regulatory roles during protein synthesis), signal structures are grouped
into different signal structureclasses.

In general, RNA is composed of a linear sequence of the four basesadenine(A), cyto-
sine(C), guanine(G), anduracil (U). This sequence is itsprimary structure. In contrast
to DNA, RNA is a single-stranded, and relatively short molecule. The linear sequence
of an RNA folds back on itself thus giving the RNA athree-dimensionalconformation.
The three-dimensional conformation contains local regions of short complementary base-
pairing, i.e., the two stable Watson-Crick base pairs A-U, G-C, and the weak G-U. The
secondary structureof an RNA is defined as the collection of the base pairs occurring in its
three-dimensional structure (see Figure 3). Such a secondary structure can be viewed as a
tree (Shapiro & Zhang, 1990) with nodes, also calledstructure elements, corresponding to
continuous regions that belong to basicpatterns.3 This observation holds for signal struc-
tures as well (i.e., the secondary structure of a signal structure can be considered as a tree),
as their primary structures are (continuous) subsequences of the RNA’s primary structure
(see also the right upper part of Figure 3 for a signal structure).

Since the biological function of a given signal structure class is based on the common
characteristic binding site of its instances, signal structures belonging to the same class
are not necessarily identical butvery similar to each other. They can slightly vary in
their topology, in the sizes of their structure elements, and in their primary structures (see,
e.g., Figure 4 for instances of the Iron Responsive Element signal structure class).

5.2. The learning task and data

In this field of research, one of the challenging problems for computational biology is to
detectinstances of known signal structure classes on uncharacterized mRNA. In order to
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Figure 3. mRNA structure with marked structure elements.

Figure 4. Example for IRE signal structure instances and the corresponding consensus structure described in
the IUB-IUPAC code.

solve this problem, one has to consider the related problem ofpredicting the class of an
uncharacterized signal structure. That is, we aregiven

– a set of signal structuresE, each identified by a single attribute of typeobject , and
background knowledgeB describing the structure of each instance with structure elements
as determined by biological analysis software,

– each signal structure inE is associated with a target value representing its signal structure
class,

– a set of uncharacterized (i.e., without class information) signal structuresEnew, each
described in the same way asE.
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The aim is tofind a prediction of the signal structure class (target value) for each
e∈ Enew.

For our experiments, two different example sets were used. The first example set consists
of 66 signal structures, composed of 15 IRE (Iron Responsive Element) (Klausner, Rouault
& Harford, 1993), 15 TAR (Trans Activating Region) (McCarthy & Kollmus, 1995), 2×15
SECIS (Selenocysteine Insertion Sequence) (Low & Berry, 1996), and 6 histone stemloops
(Belasco & Brawerman, 1993). This example set was used for detailed comparative experi-
ments with different representations and background knowledge. To confirm the scalability
of the accuracy figures that were obtained, a second experiment was carried out on a larger
example set containing 400 signal structures by using the term representation (Bohnebeck
et al., 1998b).

5.3. Background knowledge and representations

As mentioned above, training and unseen signal structure instances were described in
each representation by a single attribute of typeobject pointing to facts on structure
information in the background knowledge. Thus, the difference between the experiments
is in the complexity and representation of the background knowledge.

5.3.1. Flat representations. In these representations we have used neither lists, nor terms.
The most simple description of signal structures is thechainrepresentation, in which they
are considered as simple sequences of structure elements. Depending on its type (i.e., is
it a singlesequence, or ahelical consisting of two attached sequences), thei th structure
element of a signal structure is described by a background fact of the form

<se type>(struct id, i , size, bases) or
<se type>(struct id, i , size, bases, bases)

where<se type> is a background predicate symbol from the set{stem, hairpin, bulge5,
bulge3, single} defining the type of thei th structure element (i is of typenumber ). Argu-
mentsizeof typenumber stores the length of the primary structure of the corresponding
structure element. Finally,basesof typediscrete is a special symbol representing the
nucleotid sequence of thei th structure element (i.e., the whole sequence is coded by a
single symbol in this representation).

The other flat representation we investigated is theneighbor represent, which is the
chainrepresentation extended by additional information on the neighborhoods of structure
elements: for each element, both neighboring elements were represented explicitly.

5.3.2. Representations with lists.The two representations used here are basically the same
as in the previous case, but instead of typediscrete , we used typelist (over the alphabet
{A,C,G,U }) for describing sequences in argumentsbases.
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Figure 5. The representation and the tree structure of a SECIS signal structure.

5.3.3. Representation with terms.In this representation (see also Figure 5) we described
the tree structure of signal structures by using background predicates of the form

structure(struct id, topology)
single(se id, type, size, bases)
helical(se id, type, size, bases, bases).

Argumenttopologyof type term is the tree structure of the signal structure identified
by struct id. Its nodes are structure elements identified by the argumentse id, and are
further described by the last two predicates. Depending on its type, a structure element is
represented by either thesingle/4 or thehelical/5 predicate. Their second argument of type
constant is used to describe the type of the structure element identified by argumentse id
(this information was stored by using different predicate symbols in the flat representations).
Finally, the last argumentssize, andbasesare the same as in the case of representations
with lists.

5.4. Definingδ for the different types

In this particular application, we have used a manual definition ofδ for constants (referred
to asδconstantin the following), the trivial edit costs for the list alphabet{A,C,G,U }, and
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the recursively computed editing cost as defined in Section 4 for the nodes of terms. The
values ofδconstantwere as follows:

⊥ single bulge3 bulge5 hairpin stem

⊥ 0 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.90 0.03

single 0 0.03 0.03 0.18 1.0

bulge3 0 0.06 0.12 1.0

bulge5 0 0.12 1.0

hairpin 0 1.0

stem 0

These are heuristic costs and still under development. Two properties are essential. First,
helical and single-stranded regions are morphologically substantially different and should
therefore not be mapped. Secondly the hairpin loop takes up an exceptional position because
its insertion or deletion produces also a quite substantial morphological difference.

5.5. Results and discussion

In order to compare the different levels of representation and background knowledge, ex-
periments were performed using the smaller of the two example sets. Each experiment
was performed using leave-one-out cross-validation, determining the best value ofk on the
training instances, and then classifying the held-out instance. The following table shows
the results, where times were taken on a Sun Ultrasparc with OS Solaris 2.5.

background knowledge/ accuracy cpu time
representation depth (%) k (sec)

chain 1 77.2 1 0.5

chain with lists 1 78.8 1 4.3

neighbor 2 83.3 3 2.8

neighbor with lists 2 83.3 1 15.5

term 1 95.4 1 32.8

As can be seen in this table, making the list and term background knowledge available has
had significant influence on the obtained accuracy, ultimately reaching a level which can be
considered as a success in the domain (Bohnebeck et al., 1998b). To confirm the scalability
of this result, the final experiment was repeated in the larger example set containing 400
signal structures, yielding a similar level of accuracy:

background knowledge/ accuracy cpu time
representation depth (%) k (sec)

term 1 96.2 3 9861.0
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As for differences between experiments, besides the remarkable overall increase in accu-
racy, we see that in this particular domain, the information contained in the base sequences
represented by lists did not produce a marked difference in accuracy. To understand why
this is so, recall that in thechain representations a structure was basically considered as
a linear ordered set of its structure elements. The linear ordering was described by an
attribute of typenumber thus not supporting the direct reference to a next or previous
structure element. This was improved by theneighborrepresentation. The whole topology
was described adequately by theterm representation. In other words, as suspected by the
domain experts, the mRNA signal structure problem appears to be inherently structural in
nature, and the topology of the molecule, which inRIBL 2.0 can easily be represented using
terms, seems to play an important role in prediction.

The experiments also show a marked increase in computation time when terms are used.
This is due to the optimizing nature of the edit distance measure which considers the
optimal mapping of one term to another. Clearly, this leads to very effective use of the
information contained in terms, but may mean that running time becomes problematic for
very large applications. This is thus one of the concerns for future work (order-of-magnitude
optimizations appear possible e.g. through the use of distance caching), and we are planning
to work on a re-implementation of the system.

6. Related work

As an IBL system,RIBL is of course related to the large body of work on instance-based
learning, e.g., Aha et al. (1991), Salzberg (1991), Wettschereck and Dietterich (1995). For
all variants of IBL that are exclusively based on similarity measures, these variants could be
used as a basis forRIBL without problems. For feature weighting approaches (Wettschereck
et al., 1997), as pointed out above, the more powerful representation ofRIBL requires dif-
ferent weighting schemes, which have been developed by Emde and Wettschereck (1996).
Finally, IBL approaches that rely on generalized prototypes or generalized regions in in-
stance space (Salzberg, 1991) do not carry over directly, since in a first-order space, different
generalization operators would have to be used. Of course, it would be an interesting topic
of further work to see whether for example restricted first-order LGGs (least-general gen-
eralizations) are suitable for this purpose.

As for the distance measure used inRIBL, it is most closely related to the recursive
computations used in the KBG system (Bisson, 1992a); there, however, they were not
used as the basis of an instance-based learning approach, but rather to select objects for
generalization. Furthermore,RIBL’s similarity measure can be regarded as a generalization
of propositional similarity measures, which is not the case in Bisson (1992a).

Recently, several other measures for first-order distances have appeared which we briefly
want to contrast withRIBL’s measure. Two different ways are distinguished in the lit-
erature of distance definitions for first-order logic:semantical(Sebag, 1997) andsyn-
tactical (Hutchinson, 1997; Nienhuys-Cheng, 1997; Nienhuys-Cheng, 1998; Ramon &
Bruynooghe, 1998) distances. A semantical distance maps the first-order space into an-
other space by redescribing it in terms of a number of given or learned elementary concepts.
Thus, the form of description of the instance is not directly used in similarity computation.
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RIBL belongs to the second direction, the syntactical measures, which compute distances
directly from the representation of instances. In contrast toRIBL, where distance between
atoms is recursively computed based on other background knowledge atoms, most other
syntactical first-order distances are based on introducing an appropriate basic metric or
pseudo-metric on ground expressions (i.e., on terms and atoms), and then using this basic
metric to induce a metric on clauses. Thus, it appears useful to compare such basic metrics
on terms withRIBL’s term distance metric which is based on edit distances.

6.1. Distances on terms

First, we discuss the relevant results on distances between expressions. By using simple
examples, we also show that the behavior of the term editing distance differs fundamentally
from the term distances of Hutchinson (1997), Nienhuys-Cheng (1997).

In Hutchinson (1997), a family of pseudo-metrics between termst1 andt2 is defined by

D1(t1, t2) = S(θ1)+ S(θ2)

whereθi is themost general unifierof ti andlgg(t1, t2) (i.e., theleast general generalization
(Plotkin, 1970)) fori = 1, 2, andS is asizefunction on substitutions (see Hutchinson, 1997
for the details).

For two terms with small edit distance, the pseudo-distance with the size functionS on
substitutions given in Hutchinson (1997) may be unreasonably large. Another property
of this pseudo-metric is that the distance between the standard term representations(n :
sn(⊥)) of two different natural numbers is always a constant depending onS, while it is a
function ofn andm, in our case (see Section 6.1.1).

In Nienhuys-Cheng (1997), the 1-bounded recursive metricD2 is defined as follows:

D2( f (s1, . . . , sn), g(t1, . . . , tm))

=


0 if f = g, n = m andti = si for i = 1, . . . ,n
1

2n

n∑
i=1

D2(si , ti ) if f = g andn = m si 6= ti for some 1≤ i ≤ n

1 otherwise

The idea is that the positions of the differences are implicitly weighted (i.e., distance on lower
position has higher weight). Considering the term representations of lists,
(Nienhuys-Cheng, 1997) does not take into account thesuffixof the longer list, i.e., the
distance betweenl1 andl2 is equal to the distance betweenl1 andl2+ l , for all lists l1, l2, l
with |l1| ≤ |l2|. Furthermore, it may happen that terms with big and other terms with small
edit distances may have very close distances by Nienhuys-Cheng (1997). In the case of
distance between different natural numbers, the result is independent of the larger number
(see Section 6.1.1).

6.1.1. Quantitative comparison of metrics on examples.Since D1 is a pseudo-metric
with no upper bound, andD2 is a 1-bounded metric on terms, we compareD1 andD2 with
EDITDISTterm and DISTterm, respectively. We consider the following three cases:
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Table 2. Comparison of different distances on terms.

Terms D1 EDITDISTterm D2 DISTterm

(t1,1, t1,2) 2n+ 1 2 1+25−2n

3
2

2n−1

(t2,1, t2,2) 2 n 1+23−2n

3
n

2n−1

(t3,1, t3,2) 2 n−m 2−m n−m
n+1

1. Let f,a1, . . . ,an (n > 1) be different symbols and consider the terms

t1,1 = f (a1, f (a2, · · · f (an−1,an) · · ·)
t1,2 = f (a2, f (a3, · · · f (an−1,an) · · ·).

2. Let f,a1,a2 be different symbols and consider the terms

t2,1 = f (a1, f (a1, · · · f (a1,a1) · · ·)
t2,2 = f (a2, f (a2, · · · f (a2,a2) · · ·)

with |t2,1| = |t2,2| = 2n− 1 (n > 1).
3. Let sn(⊥) denote then applications of the unary function symbols (successor) to⊥,

i.e., sn(⊥) denotes the integern (n > 0). Let t3,1 = sn(⊥) andt3,2 = sm(⊥) for some
n > m≥ 0 (all the distances are 0 forn = m).

Table 2 contains a comparison of the different term metrics on the above terms (forD1 we
used the size functionSof Hutchinson (1997) withwt⊥ = 0 andwtai = 1 for i = 1, . . . ,n
and the trivial metrics for the edit distances).

6.2. Distances between sets of literals

One of the most frequently used extension of a distance between expressions to a distance
between sets of expressions is the Hausdorff-metric (Hutchinson, 1997; Nienhuys-Cheng,
1997) defining the distance between setsS1, andS2 by

max

(
max
x∈S1

min
y∈S2

DIST(x, y),max
x∈S2

min
y∈S1

DIST(x, y)

)
,

where DIST is a metric. Although it can be computed inO(|S1| · |S2|) for finite sets, and
remains a metric, by reducing the distance between sets to a distance between two chosen
points it “loses” the information on the whole sets.

Following the approach of Eiter and Mannila (1997), the distance between two sets of
atoms is considered as aweighted matchingproblem in Ramon and Bruynooghe (1998),
where the weights are defined by the distance between the literals. Although this distance
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has a number of nice properties, its complexity is cubic in contrast toRIBL’s quadratic
complexity (see Lines 17–18 in Algorithm 1).

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the most recent version of the relational instance-based
learning systemRIBL (RIBL 2.0). After giving a detailed reconstruction of the original
RIBL algorithm and similarity measure which was limited to function-free representations,
we presented an enhanced similarity measure that can directly handle lists and terms in
instance descriptions. As shown by experiments in the domain of mRNA signal structure
classification, significant additional power is gained by adding list and term descriptions
to the background knowledge. Lists and terms have also proven useful in experiments in
other domains, such as part-of-speech tagging for the Hungarian language (Horv´ath et al.,
1999).

While these experiments, and previous experiments with the first version ofRIBL, indicate
that RIBLs similarity measure is general enough to produce excellent results on a variety
of domains, we must of course emphasize that there can be no “best” similarity measure
across all problems and goals, so that in other situations, other similarity measures might
be preferable. For example, in contrast to Hutchinson (1997), Nienhuys-Cheng (1997),
RIBL’s distance measure isstable, meaning that small changes on a term do not cause big
distances. This is usually desirable, but may not always be appropriate. Finally, as with
most ILP systems, learning success forRIBL also depends on how background knowledge
is represented; here, the addition of lists and terms increases flexibility and allows the user
to better fit the background knowledge to the problem domain.

As for future work, above we have already remarked upon further potential for complex-
ity optimization. Firstly,RIBL 2.0 currently uses a non-optimized implementation that does
not use indexing nor caching, so that order of magnitude improvements appear possible by
eliminating recomputation of previously computed distances. Secondly, further improve-
ments are possible within the algorithm for similarity computation which currently checks
all literal matches to find the best partner for each literal. Here it would be possible to use a
stochastic approach instead, along the lines of the stochastic matching principle introduced
by Sebag and Rouveirol (1997), Sebag (1998). Thirdly, the size of an optimal mapping
between termst1, andt2 is currently computed inRIBL by EDITDISTterm(t1/a, t2/b) using
the trivial metric on{⊥,a, b}. As this is a special case of Theorem 6, it might be possible
to find a faster algorithm here.

Furthermore, there are some areas where it appears attractive to further enhance the
current similarity measure. Firstly, throughout this paper terms have been considered as
labeled ordered trees, i.e., the arities of the function symbols (labels) have not been taken
into account. In certain situations, it might be desirable to be able to differentiate between
different arities or even automatically extend a given distance measure to varying arities.
Secondly, in this paper, lists and terms have been defined above alphabets consisting of
only constants. It appears interesting to extend the similarity metric toarbitrary lists and
terms, i.e., where the alphabet belongs to anaggregatetype, so that non-constant functors
would also be allowed.
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Notes

1. In RIBL, examples are actually represented by first-order atoms, and the target value can be provided as an
additional argument of this atom, or by using several different example predicates representing different classes.
We omit these variants for simplicity.

2. Some authors (e.g. Aho, 1990) use different definitions for the edit and for the Levenshtein distances, respec-
tively.

3. The most frequently used structure elements arestacking regions, hairpin loops, internal loops, bulge loops,
multibranch loops, anddangling ends(Zuker, 1989).
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